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leaving a conspicuous gap in our knowledge of the phenomenon. Hence, the identi-
cation and localization of at least some event of this kind, that we call \subsecond
bursts", remains a key objective of GRB research, an objective that can only be
pursued at the moment by means of BeppoSAX satellite and, in the near future,
by means of missions like Hete2, Integral and Swift.
We present here some statistical consideration on BeppoSAX triggering sensitiv-
ity to short bursts with GRBM. Finally, the non detection of subsecond events in
the sample of WFC selected GRBs is analysed and the new real-time procedure for
on-ground triggering at Scientic Operation Centre is briey resumed.
ESTIMATION OF GRBM EFFICIENCY IN
TRIGGERING SHORT BURSTS
The basic procedure for GRB counterpart detection at the BeppoSAX Scientic
Operation Centre, performed since the very beginning of the mission, relies on the
visual check of PDS Lateral Shield and WFC ratemeters around GRBM trigger
times (Coletta, 1998). This procedure is being recently improved and extended,
discriminating as possible the short, particle induced, GRBM fake events from real
bursts (Feroci, 1999), monitoring the BATSE triggers as well and performing an
additional on-ground search for excesses of counts on Lateral shields and WFCs
below the trigger threshold (Smith, 1999; Gandol, 1999). In this work we address
the general problem of the BeppoSAX sensitivity to GRBs with duration less than
2 s and we try to test the signicance of experimental results in the eld, i.e. the
non detection of subsecond bursts at quick look level. The rst point to evaluate is
the eÆciency of GRBM in triggering short events, since the fundamental method
used to identify GRBs - the only one systematically applied to data for a long time,
is the check of the counts at trigger times both in WFC and LS lightcurves with 1
s bins. If the sample of BeppoSAX triggers doesn't include the majority of short
bursts we would expect a priori a very low probability of nding subsecond X-ray
counterparts, because the general SOC monitoring of WFC transients at a quick
look level has a poor sensitivity to excesses of counts that last less than 8 s (the
standard bin adopted to scan lightcurves on an orbital basis). In order to estimate
the GRBM sensitivity in the duration range of interest with respect to BATSE,
we have selected the subsample of common triggers in the period 10/11/1996 -
15/9/1998 (BeppoSAX/SOC Catalog, 1999; BATSE Current Catalog, 1999). This
guarantees the reality of SAX events (and automatically discriminates \fake" trig-
gers), that are also analyzed in high time resolution mode (8 ms bin) in order to
obtain the T90 (i.e. the time interval during which they emit the 90% of their
uence). We nd 111 common triggers, with 24 events under the 2 s threshold that
corresponds to a 22% of the total. Comparing this value with the 26% of BATSE
duration distribution and assuming that the probability is described by a binomial,
we conclude that the number of short bursts detected is still compatible with com-
pleteness with a probability of 15%, but is almost certainly aected by a bias for
FIGURE 1. Duration distribution of short GRBs. The solid line is the common Bep-
poSAX/Batse Sample distribution, the dashed one is the normalized 4B Batse distribution, for
comparison.
very brief events. In fact the bins with GRBs under 0.5 s exhibit a slight decit of
the order of 25% with respect to BATSE 4B duration distribution: coherently with
expectations, the triggering eÆciency is probably poor in that range due to the
small uence of shortest events (Fig. 1). An oine analysis of BATSE positions,
WFCs eld of view and ratemeters counts at the relevant trigger times conrms
the non detection of counterpart in each one of the 24 cases.
INCREASING THE SENSITIVITY WITH ON-GROUND
TRIGGERING: THE BEPPOSAX SUBSECOND
BURSTS PROJECT
The eÆciency of the GRBM strongly depends from the spectral properties of
the burst and from its maximum ux in the 1 s on-board trigger time bin. Other
selection eects that could aect GRBs detection are mainly geometrical and de-
pend on the eective area illuminated by the burst: in case of an event exactly on
the axis of the LS (this is the most favorable condition to catch the counterpart in
WFC eld of view if involved lateral shield is unit 1 or unit 3) the area is minimum
and the probability of triggering the GRBM is consequently minimized. For this
reason an on-ground triggering procedure (part of the BeppoSAX subsecond GRB
Project) has been implemented at SOC last summer (Gandol, 1999), with the
aim of increasing the global detection eÆciency of short and long-faint bursts. This
semi-automatic procedure relies only on the comparison between lateral shields and
WFC ratemeters in the whole orbit with a 1 s bin. The new trigger condition, that
has been empirically chosen in order to achieve the best sensitivity to short events
without overloading the amount of quick look work and is certainly more eective
with respect to the on-board one, selects events which have a 3 excess of counts
in the lateral shield and at the same time a 3.5 excess in the corresponding WFC
ratemeter bin. The WFC threshold guarantees that all the bursts detectable in the
celestial image, that is those with a global one bin uence of at least 70 counts in
the 2-10 keV range (Smith, 1999) are selected. Interesting examples of short events
detected by the new semi-automatic routine, are GRB991014 and GRB991106: the
rst is slightly too long to be considered a subsecond event, the latter is probably a
X-ray/GRB without a detected signal in the GRBM. Other candidate short bursts
have been found, but the WFC excess of counts never satised the above condition
and the transients were in fact not detectable in the corresponding WFC celestial
image.The detection of a number of such events, even if it doesn't allow to local-
ize the burst, could help to constrain the spectral properties of short GRBs with
statistical signicance.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS
The present number of GRBs with X-ray prompt counterpart detected by Bep-
poSAX is 27 and no one is classied as short event. Is this result compatible with
the expectations? If we assume the completeness in our GRBM detections in the
subsecond duration range (and we have seen that we are at least almost complete)
we would expect to detect the 26% of short bursts also in the sample of GRBs with
revealed counterpart, i.e. 7. This is not the case, but we must remember that
just 17 of these events have been triggered by GRBM, the only reliable detection
method if the X-ray counterpart has a very low uence (the GRB quick look proce-
dure guarantees an optimal analysis of WFC, at 1 s or less resolution, only around
trigger times). Hence any statistical consideration should be based on the GRBM
trigger catalog, which has been - and is being - carefully inspected in real time by
Duty Scientists at SOC. Furthermore, the most stringent limit to subsecond coun-
terpart identication is the WFC ratemeter sensitivity in the 1 s bin inspected,
that decreases with the decreasing duration of the transient. Considering the dura-
tion distribution of short GRBs and the X ray counterparts peak ux distribution
for long bursts (Frontera, 1999; various IAUCs), we can estimate a rough global
detection eÆciency: with a minimum 3 signal in the 1 s bin of WFC ratemeter,
in the hypotesis of an average oset of 10 degrees from the centre of the eld of
view and of a Crab-like spectrum for the source, we should miss about the 50% of
expected events. The conversion from the peak ux to the uence that is compared
to the threshold in counts for the bin ( 36 in a standard WFC empty eld), is
done assuming a constant and maximum emission during T90. The expected num-








is the percentage of short gamma bursts,  the estimated
global detection eÆciency for short X-ray counterparts and N
x
the global number
of X ray counterparts detected by BeppoSAX GRBM. We nd with all the above
assumptions a value of 2 subsecond events. The non detection is not statistically
signicant, because considering again the binomial distribution (with p = f
s

 the probability of detecting the counterpart of a short GRB instead of a long
one, x the GRBM-selected global number of counterpart detections, in this case no
one, and n the dimension of the sample, that is 17 events) its probability P(x,n,p)
corresponds to P(0,17,0.13)  0.09. This result strongly encourages to increase the
external trigger capability at quick look level in order to maximize the probability
of nding a subsecond counterpart. In fact, extending to candidate events not se-
lected by GRBM the real-time standard GRB procedure, with its robust and tested
eÆciency, will surely increase the chance of identifying low ux events.
CONCLUSIONS
At present, no sure prompt X-ray counterparts of subsecond GRBs have been
noticed in BeppoSAX WFCs celestial images and we have shown that GRBM trig-
gered detections in this range are compatible with completeness, with a probable
slight decit at shortest durations. This implies, taking into account WFC sensi-
tivity limits and assuming a X to  peak ratio similar to that of longer GRBs, that
2 events on a total of 17 triggered with revealed counterpart, should be subsecond
bursts. The non detection is clearly not suÆcient to test on a statistical basis any
spectral hypotesis (i.e. the correctness of the assumption on X to  peak ratio).
Furthermore, we can sistematically rely on non triggered detections (that repre-
sents the 63% of the whole sample of discovered counterparts) just since about 6
months, thanks to the new on-ground triggering routine implemented at SOC. No
inference can be made on the basis of the entire counterparts catalog (i.e.  3 /
4 events of 27), because untriggered events with a prompt counterpart could have
been easily missed at a quick look level with the old standard GRB procedure.
On the other side, archive analysis of the GRBM triggers catalog and of the WFC
ratemeters of the whole mission are in progress, and the optimization of quick look
procedures to identify and analyze at best the high time resolution data has been
now obtained within the frame of the BeppoSAX Subsecond Bursts Project.
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